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With words coming from those who sit at
Gods right hand, this is a book that tells us
what is to come before it happens and how
some can be prevented. For the rest of what
is to happen, it is already far too late the
damage has already been done.
Some
will love this book, others will hate it, but
none can ignore the fact much has already
come true since first published. As for the
rest, time will tell.
Originally titled, The
Spirit World Speaks, this is a book filled
with predictions and prophecies about
present times and beyond. It also talks of
the afterlife, what becomes of us and why
animals too have to suffer.
Since its
publication in 2012, many of the
worldwide weather predictions have
already come true. The list is far too
extensive to put here, in its entirety but can
be easily checked. Weather extremes such
as never seen before, temperature and
weather reversals in various countries, plus
weather and temperatures never seen
before in certain countries (both cold and
hot) would happen making history. All of
this has been seen to happen.
Some
other things we were told to expect were:
in-bred severely disabled and deformed
people ahead in time, but that some would
be seen now (Australia). Land would
appear (Japan and the Pacific near Tonga
and the Red Sea areas to mention just
three) and that more land would disappear.
New diseases would surface and old
ones resurrect themselves. Treatments once
successful would become ineffective and
some new diseases would have no cure
available. Contamination of water and
destruction by water of towns, cities and
livelihoods in many countries would be
seen (this has happened extensively over
the last year or two especially).
Wed see
both animal extinction (several since 2013)
and new animal life discovered (ten new
ones discovered in 2013). Disasters were to
follow closer and closer together and
become larger. All of these things and
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more have so far been seen to come true.
So much more was told to us and has
started to happen. Nothing is left
uncovered; including telling us what
becomes of those who commit the worst
crimes one can imagine. The message is
clear, we can all be saved if we truly
repent, but beware for those who dont.
They tell us God is now claiming back His
world from the false spirituality and
badness that has permeated throughout.
People will turn from false ways and come
back to God, as spirituality will be cleansed
over a period of time while false ways
become seen more and more for what they
are.
There are two sides once we leave
this world just as there are here; the light of
God and the darker sides of Satan. Not all
of us will go to our heavenly rewards, but
they tell us the choice is ours where we
eventually end up.
Believe or
disbelieve all you read, for you have free
will. That free will is what will decide your
present and your future. Not just in this
world, but also the world beyond this one.
Will you believe the words that come
from those sent by God to save us that are
already proving to be predictive and true,
or only those easier to hear and that come
from false ways sent to lead us further from
God? The choice is yours to make I am but
the messenger.
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Hopi Native American Predictions - Alamongordo Prophecies Jan 31, 2017 2017 looks like being the ideal year for
End of Days predictions. made several apocalyptic prophecies, but one prediction attributed to him The Edgar Cayce
Predictions - Alamongordo Prophecies Jan 1, 2017 Nostradamus predictions for 2017: Terrifying forewarnings of
16th century prophet revealed. Nostradamus made a number of shocking predictions for what he believed would happen
in 2017. Michel de Nostredame was a 16th century French philosopher who, according to followers, has What else did
Baba Vanga predict? More prophecies as Bulgarian Lancet Neurol. 2010 May9(5):543-54. doi:
10.1016/S1474-4422(10)70065-X. Early prognosis in traumatic brain injury: from prophecies to predictions. Lingsma
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Predictions Archives - Alamongordo Prophecies Edgar Cayce Predictions, prophecies and visions the sleeping
prophet. Edgar Cayce foresaw world events that can only be described as apocalyptic, period of Prophecies Index Predictions and prophecy for the future Lady of Akita Prophecies gives humankind a warning for the coming
apocalypse and End of Times. Alamongordo Predictions and Visions 2017 and beyond. Predictions, Prophecies - Brill
Reference - Brill Online : End of Days: Predictions and Prophecies About the End of the World (9780451226891):
Sylvia Browne, Lindsay Harrison: Books. Alamongordo Prophecies for 2017 and predictions 2018 This article lists
predictions of notable religious figures that failed to come about in the specified . The prophecies included predictions of
the Civil War, the coming of Jesus, and several less significant predictions. Church apologists cite 5 Most Important
Predictions & Nostradamus Prophecies in 2017 Ramthas Long Forecast of the Future Continues to Come to Pass
Now! Ramthas Forecast Predictions/Prophecies of potential events & timelines. 82 likes 2 Hogue Prophecy Anthony
Carrs Predictions and Prophecies [Anthony Carr] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Rabbi predicted Israels
future - Alamongordo Prophecies Aug 17, 2015 In the first hour, futurist Paul Guercio and physicist Dr. George Hart,
who developed a software-based forecasting technology called the Merlin Tribe predicts APOCALYPSE after
EIGHT previous eerily-accurate Sep 21, 2016 A NATIVE American tribe which has predicted global disasters with
eerie APOCALYPSE after EIGHT previous eerily-accurate prophecies Ramthas Forecast Predictions/Prophecies of
potential events The Hopi Native American Predictions. Native American Hopi Prophecies and Predictions. The
Hopi-Indians are the Record Keepers of the Native Americans. Heres what Nostradamus predicted about 2017
indy100 Prophecies for 2017 and predictions 2018. Biblical 2017 Prophecies? - Biblical Putin Prophecies? BiblicalHillary Clinton Prophecies, Donald Trump ?. World War III Predictions and Nostradamus - ThoughtCo
Pole Shift: Scientific Predictions and Prophecies About the Ultimate Disaster [John White] on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. This bestselling Unfulfilled Christian religious predictions - Wikipedia Jun 8, 2017 Blog, books
and media on Nostradamus, global warming, prophecy, John Hogues Worldwide Predictions for the Real New Year:
Spring Again, Fayose goes prophetic, gives 22 predictions for 2017 Many prophecies of Nostredame have come true
in 2016 too. Since the sixteenth century, Nostradamuss predictions and prophecies have been keeping on 7 Of The
Strangest End of Days Predictions Thriller Author Jan 30, 2017 Billy Meier has authored, copyrighted and
published many Prophecies and Predictions. Sceptics have disputed the publication dates of these Prophecies and
Predictions - The Future Of Mankind Get the latest news you need to know about futuristic prophecies and psychic
predictions from Coast to Coast AM. Predictions & Prophecies - Shows - Coast to Coast AM Predictions and
Prophecies of Jean Dixon - Alamongordo Prophecies Jan 30, 2017 World War III predictions are attributed to
Nostradamus. Find out what the prophet really Nostradamus is not known for his cheery prophecies. Get News on
Prophecies & Future Predictions for the World Coast Sep 20, 2016 We think that the statements about Jesus return
in the Gospels are prophecies, which arent meant to be predictions of future events. Now that Dixon Jean, prophecies
for the future. Predictions and Prophecies of Jean Dixon. Earth will be struck by a comet, just like Nostradamus (C1:60),
St-John. Anthony Carrs Predictions and Prophecies: Anthony Carr Nov 11, 2016 More prophecies as Bulgarian
mystic foretells Obama will be last president Incredibly, Baba correctly predicted that the 44th President of the Early
prognosis in traumatic brain injury: from prophecies to This is a list of predicted dates for events that would result
in a massive or total collapse of Prometheus Books. ISBN 978-0879758301. Jump up ^ Browne, Silvia (2008). End of
Days: Predictions and Prophecies About the End of the World. Nostradamus predictions for 2017: Terrifying
prophecies revealed 12th-century rabbi predicted Israels future ! Judah Ben Samuel was a legendary and prolific
German rabbi of the 12th century who made some astonishing and guess what: prophecies arent predictions of the
future (you can look Filed Under: What does the Bible say about Tagged With: bible, Donald Trump, Predictions,
prophecies, Trump, visions, What does the Bible say about Donald Something will crack: supposed prophecy of
Donald Trump goes Mar 1, 2017 According to his followers, he predicted a lot of things that have actually His
prophecies, which he wrote in four-line verse, are of course open
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